
January 24, 2021 

“Cherish The Moment!” 

(Mark 1:14-20) 

 

If you could be granted a peek into your _________, would you take it? 

 

Denzel Washington asked graduates a pertinent question: “How many 

_________ are going to be around your bed when the time comes?” 

 

We should pay very special ____________ to this ________________ 

because Christ is offering us the same opportunity today. 

 

1.- Cherish the moment when you were chosen to become  

      _________________ of __________. 

 

We are ___________________ of the kingdom of God! 

 

Not just to share the good news of the kingdom of God, but to put the 

___________ and priorities of the kingdom into ___________! 

 

Which country is ranked #1 in the United Nations’ World Happiness 

Report? _____________ 

 

If Finns are the happiest people on earth, Jesus followers are the most 

_____________ people on earth! 

 

We are the recipients of _______________ life – in this world and the 

world to come! 

 

No matter what _______ we do, no matter what circumstances we find 

ourselves in, we are ___________ to be ambassadors of _________! 

 

2.- Cherish the moment when your life changed from being  

      ________ - oriented to being ____________-driven. 

 

Goals are external measures of ___________________. 

 

_____________ is an internal motivating force that comes from our 

values, principles, skills and passions. 

(over) 

Achieving your goals may lead to ____________, but living with 

purpose leads to _______________ and inner __________! 

 

Before you can live with purpose, you have to _____________ that you 

were made to _____________ something special to this world. 

 

Living with purpose is the best way to __________ there will be no 

_________ hanging around at the end of your life! 

 

God’s _______ created this world. God’s _______ saved this world. 

God’s _______ is recreating this world. And sharing God’s love can 

make a world of _____________! 

 

If you say “________,” you’ll be able to look back at this day and 

__________ this moment when you had the opportunity to ________ 

good news of the kingdom of God! 

 

 

 

And you WILL cherish this moment with Joy! 
 

 

 

 


